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This paper consists THREE sections A, B and C.

Attempt all questions in section A"

Answer any three questions in section B.

Answer only one question in section C.
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SECTION A: Answer all questions

1. a) What is meant by the term density?

(ss

b) The mass of a solid is 45g and its volume is 5cm3. Calculate the density of the
solid.

2. Which of the following quantities are vectors: weight, mass, density and volume.

3. The uniform meter rule below is pivoted at its centre. If the meter ruler balances,
Calculate mass A"

9" a) What is meant by acceleration of a moving body?

b) A body rnoves with a steady increase of velocity from 28.8krr^/h to 72Laflh in 6
seconds. Find the acceleration"

10. The diagrams below show repelling bar magnets.

4Ocm 24cm

4. a) Caiculate the pressure on a surface when a force of 30N acts on an area of:

i) O.2rn2
ii) 0.1m2

(3 marks)

b) Explain why a nail is pointed at one end. (2 marks)

a) What are three methods of heat transfer? (3 rnarks)
b) By which method of heat transfer does heat from the sun reach the earth? (1 mark)

a) The diagram below shows an incident ray of light and a plane mirror. Copy the
diagram in your ans\Mer booklet and complete it to show what happens to the
incident ray. Label the reflected ray, angle of incidence and the angle of reflection.(4 marks)

lncident

b) What is the size of the angle of incidence? (1 mark)

7" Which of the following statements are corect? (Write the letter vrhictr1.. corresponds
to the answer required) (2 marks)

a) The molecules in a solid vibrate about a fixed position
b) The molecules in a liquid are arranged in a rectangular pattern.
c) The molecules of a gas occupy all space available"

8" a) State one law of refraction of light. (2 marks)

b) Copy and complete the diagram below to show the path of light through the water.

i*g,i*e#gr*v

RIater

marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)

(3 marks)
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Identify magnetic pole A. (1 mark)
CoPy the diagrams in your answer booklet and draw magnetic field lines of force
around the magnets. (2 marks)

11. a) What are the two kinds of electric charges? (2 marks)
b) A current of 4A flows in an electric circuit. What charge passes each point in 5

seconds? (2 marks)
12. The weight of a stone in air is 1lN. When the stone is wholly immersed in water, its

weighi is 7N.

a) What is the weight of the water displaced? (2 marks)
b) Determine the mass of the displaced water" (Take 1 kg of water to weigh 10N. (2 marks)

13. a) What is a fuse? (2 marks)
b) Why are fuses used in electrical apptances? (2 marks)

14. An 8KW electric cooker is used for 4 hours a day. What is the cost of using the
cooker for 5 days if I KW costs 140 Frw and a tax of 15% is added to the cost? (2 marks)

15. How much heat is needed to change 40g of ice at 0o to steam at 100"C? (4 marks)

- Specilic latent heat of ice is SaOJ /g- Specific heat capacity of water is 4.2J /g aurtd
- Specific heat of steam is 2300J/g

SECTIOI{ B: Answer any three questions. (3O marks|
16" a) With aid of a diagram, show that pressure in water increases with depth. (3 marks)

b) Calculate the pressure water exerts at 8m below the surface of the water in a
lake" Assume the density of water, p = 1000kg/m" and g = 10N/kg. (2 marks)

c) Water supply resenroirs are often made on high hills or mountains. Why? (2 marks)
d) In a hydraulic press, a force of 10N is applied to a piston of area 0.4cm2" The area

of the other piston is 3.0m2. What is: (B marks)
i) the pressure transmitted through the liquid? ,,

ii)the force on the other piston?

LT . a) What is the difference between potential ener$/ and kinetic energr?
b) An orarlge fruit of mass 0.Ikg falls from a tree 3m high to the ground.

i) State the energr changes that occur as an orange falls to the ground"
ii) Calculate the potential enerry possessed by the orange before it falls.

Take g = 10N/kg
iii) calculate the kinetic enerry of tle orange as it hits the ground.
iv) Does the orange stop immediately after it has hit the ground?

a)

b)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)
(2 marks)

(1 mark)
18. a) Draw an electric circuit diagram which has 2 torch batteries in series, a switch,

connecting wires, a lamp and an ammeter. (o marks)
b) If the votrtage for eaeh torch battery is 1.5v and tJ:e resistance of the lamp is

0.50, ealculate the current. Ignore the internal resistance of the batteries. (3 marks)
c) Mentron two accidents that electricity may cause in a home. (2 rnarks)
d) Explain how these aceidents may be avoided. (2 marks)

19" a) State heat effects. (3 marks)
bi Explain how a wet shirt dries up when its left out on a hot day" (2 marks)
c) Why is mercury a better liquid to use in a laboratory thermometer than water? (3 marks)

24. al The sun is a luminous object" Why? (1 mark)
b) Why is the moon non-luminous? , (1 mark)
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c) Light is a form of enerry. Explain how you can use enerry from the sun light to
burn a piece of paper. You may use a diagram to illustrate your ansvrcr. (4 marks)

d i) Copy the diagram below and use rays to show how the image of the object is
formed in converging lens.

ii) State the nature of the object formed.

SECTION C: Answer only question

21. You are required to find the density of an irregular stone.
(stone without a definite geometrical shape.)

a) List tlre apparatus you may use.
b) Describe how you carry out the experiment to determine:

i) the volume of the stone
ii) the mass of the stone

c) State any sources of errors and how you may avoid the errors.

d) Write the equation you may use to calculate the density of the stone.

22. An electric kettle is used to heat some water. The table below shows the variation
of the temperature of the water with time.

(1 mark)

{/15 marks}

5 marks)

(5 marks)
(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)

a)

Time (s) 0 10 20 50 80 100 t20 740

Temperature(0"C) 20 20 20 44 68 84 100 100

Draw a graph to represent this information. Plot temperatu r."onthe y-axis and
use a scale of lcm to represent 10"C and time on the x-axis. Use a scale of lcm
to represent 2Os. (12 marks)

Why is tJre temperature of water constant for 20s? (1 mark)
What time does it take for the water to boil? (1 mark)
What is happening to the enerry supplied to the water after boiling? (1 mark)

END

b)

c)

d)

ANSWERS TO ORDIN.ARY LEVET PIfYSICS PAPER 2AA6

SECTION A; 
m

1" a) Density is clefined as the ratio of mass divided byvolume or p = r and is measured in kg/m3'

b) Densiff: p -:= += ekg/ms

2" Weight, Velocity

3. Condition for equilibrium: Axgx 24 + A=T= 15g

4. a) i) Pressure: P =I=# = ISOPa 
t

GCxrrrrglrg lar*
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ii) Presstrrer p = i = # = 300Pa .

b) If the force is concentrated on a small area, it will exert higher pressure than if the force is distributed over
a larger surface area" Allowing the nail to penetrate easily when hit.

5. a) Conduction, convection and radiation.
' 

b) Radiation.

6.a)

trncideatray
I
r
Ilr

Reflected ray
flll1'rOr

b) Angle of incidence is 90o - 30o = 60o

7" (a) and (c) are correct.

8. a) The incident ray, the refracted ray are on opposite sides of the normal at the point of incidence and al!
three are in the same plane

b)

9. alAcceleration is defrned
Av ZO-Bb)a=T= T=2rn/s,

10. a) A is the south pole

b)

11. a) Positive charge and negative charge.

b)i=f *q-it= 4x5=20C

1.2" a) Weight of displaced water; 11. -7 = 4N

b) Mass of displaced water: 
Y = *= 0.akg.

as the rate of change of velocity with timei u = *Ar

ffi
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13" a) A fuse is an electric device used to cut the current when it exceeds a certain value.

b) The fuse protects against electrical surges. Or where the fuse cuts the current it cannot enter the unit for
damage.

14. Energy consumed: = Pt = 8x4x5 = 150kWh

. Cost of energy consumed : 160 x 74A = 22400

Tax:2400 x 0.15 = 3360

Total cost:224A0 + 3360 = 25,760 Frws.

L5. Energy to melt ice: Q1 = mL = 40x340 = 136001

Energy to rise the water temperature from 0 to 100: Qz = rncAT = 40x4.2x100 = 16800J

Energy to change water to steam: Qs = mL = 40x2300 - g,ZOOI

Total energy required: Q = Qr * Qz * Qa = 13600J +168001 + 9200J =1224001

SECTION B;

76. a)

ii,l'"
rlil-'.4
it*l 1

l'*4r**,t1 -\

t' , 
{=.:fir

ffi*L

JtLlcl
il

b) Pressure: p = pgh = 1000x10x8 = 80000pa

c) The pressure increases with depth. At the bottom of a hill, there is great pressure, so water can flow with
great speed from the summit.

d) i) Pressure transmitted through the liquid: e =X: # = 25 Pa

ii) The force on the other piston: p = + -? * F, =Y= # = 75 NA1 A1 - A7 O.4

17 " a) Potential energy may be defined as the energy possessed by an object or a body due to their position or
state of strain or the position of their parts. Potential energy is energy derived from position. Potentiai
energy is referred to as stored energy because it can be looked at enerry in the form of energy possessed

by rnoving bodies" Kinetic enerry of a body is dependent irpon both the body's mass and speed"

" b) i) Potential energy - kinetic energy - sound energy - heat energy

ii) Potential energy: E = mgh = 0.1 x t0 x 3 = 3l

iii) Loss of potential energy = gain in kinetic energy when h = 0
Loss of potential energy: AE = mgh -mgh x 0 = 3|. i.e. E = 31.

iv) No, because it has energy.
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18. a)

rl

t =t-*
Battery

F ElecEictrilb

b) Electric current: i = { = S = 5aR 0.5

c) and d: Electric shock: isolate the conductors, practice planting
F'ire: install fuses; isolate conductors
Damage to equipment: getting Iand use fusible; stabilizers

19" a) The effects of heat: increases the volume (expansion), increases the temperature, change the physical
state of a body, change the chemical state (combustion), increases internal energy.

b) The heat ftom the sun by radiation heats the water in the shir! the water gets out hot and it evaporates
from the shirt.

c) Water is unsuitable to use in thermometers because it freezes at OoC, it also has irregular expansion and it
is not a good conductor ofheat.

20. a) The sun provides the light from itself.
b) The moon does not provide its own lighq it reflects light received from the sun.
c)

"tpproxirnatt fo ral lt *gilr

?Iete
d) i)

lr

Itnnge

O,1j

i ". -{l

loe;:tr:d in frnnt the lcrcal poinr (F), (object between lens and F), the image is behind theii) The oh
object, virtual, erect and larger that object.
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SECTION C:

21,a) Apparatus required: 1 measuring rylinder of 100cm3, beam balance, string, stone, water"

b) i) Volume:

- Fill the measuring cylinder with a certain quantity of water and note the water level: Vr
- Holding the strin& Iower the stone into the water until it is completely submerged. Record the new

water level: Vz
- Determine the volume of the stone: V = Vz - Vr.

ii) Mass: Check if the needle of scale is at zero balance. Using the beam balance, determine and record the
mass of the stone provided: m

c) The sources oferrors and how to correct them.

- Balance distorted (needle point different from zero at the start): adjust the balance to zero or use
another balance which is settled.

- Read error: properly placed before the face of the meter to parallax errors, proceed cautiously.
- Water can be lost when you put the stone in water: be careful when putting the stone in water.
- The meter may be inaccurate: using the device which is more accurate.

d) Density: p=T

22.a)

b) Because the heat is warming the kettle

c) It takes 120s for the water to boil.

d) After boiling the heat is used to ensure the transition phase. It is used to turn water into

steam.

END
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